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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!

 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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Better than fortnite.. Quality sound effect, 10/10 would buy soundtrack. Cool game! Really love the Visuals and Physics! :).
Honestly, Battlepaths isn't up there with Maj'Eyal, The Pit and Dredmore, but its a surprisingly decent roguelike that can be
surprisingly difficult at times, especially against the end bosses.

My one main complaint that there's very little music.. this game is very frustrating.
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Nice touch to the great game, that adds another layer of gameplay. My first campaign was as Yellow Turban and I had a lot of
fun.. The creator said in an interview that he took inspiration from games such as Antichamber and shows such as Black Mirror
to create this narrative driven puzzle game. If this sounds at all interesting, you should definitely give this game a shot because I
think he achieved most of what he was aiming for.

The puzzles have a very good progression of complexity and mechanics that keep them fresh and interesting without becoming
tedious. The moments of revelation are impactful and every new mechanic has at least one of those in store.

The narrative kept me engaged and brought up interesting points. It is a shame that it is in many ways disconnected from the
main gameplay. A section that manages to blend the two far better is floor 5.

The environmental story-telling does a significant amount with very little, utilizing repeated assets in a way that actually makes
sense in the world.

The art direction wasn't as focused as i would have liked, as repeated themes often have different implementation when it would
have made more sense to present consistency to sell the world better.

The message of the game, while not as striking as it could otherwise have been, varies it's direction inspiration in an interesting
way. If you can spot it, you know what i mean.

It's worth the asking price of 12.99 if you are already an avid player of the first person puzzle sub-genre.. Watching a series
build to a satisfying conclusion is rare pleasure in the gaming world. Rare, because most series either don't end, don't reach a
conclusion before being canned, or stuff up the conclusion they get. Black Mirror is an especially remarkable series because not
only was it stretched into a series by different developers, it catches that elusive satisfying ending. And on top of that, it
manages to be the best-designed and most entertaining out of the entire trilogy.

I made a big deal about how Black Mirror II was perfectly intelligible without playing the first one, but Black Mirror III is the
exact opposite. Do not attempt this one without finishing II, and ideally start it up as soon as the credits roll because the
callbacks are thick and numerous. Hot-blooded Boston boy Darren Michaels is on the hook for the events that closed out Black
Mirror II, and it sure looks like the whole world is against him. The castle's burning, his allies have perished, and he starts the
game alone in a cell. From this auspicious beginning, it's one hell of an uphill battle to clear his name and battle back the curse
that has permeated the series.

Where Black Mirror I had Samuel poking around the periphery of his family's secrets and II had Darren caught up in the
intrigues of others, III has all eyes on Darren himself. Familiar characters have turned against him, new characters are out to get
him, and the only support he has from the onset are cryptic messages, voices on the phone, and his occasionally-helpful
therapist. The atmosphere of this game is quite a bit more oppressive than the previous entries, especially once the curse and the
stakes fully come into focus, so be prepared for far more narrative adversity than ever before.

What makes this work is Darren himself. Through both the events of Black Mirror II and (I assume) the efforts of the writers,
Darren is much less the impulsive and at times grating hot-head he was in the previous games. Right from the start here he's
level-headed and snappy with his rejoinders, and has plenty of little quips to lighten even the darkest scenes. He's funny, clever,
and driven in turn and very few scenes fall flat thanks to the newfound dynamism of his character. The rest of the cast supports
his evolution as well, with plenty of new blood to challenge him in ways not previously explored. As usual not all the voice
acting is up to par (Inspector Spooner in particular is just dreadful to listen to) but still walks the fine line between quality and
camp.

The puzzles themselves have also seen real improvement, possibly more than any other feature of the game. Black Mirror II was
already a step forward with simple interactions and journal hints but III takes it far further with puzzles that flow logically and
have clever solutions that are not at all laborious to arrive at. While the map is larger and more open than before, puzzles tend to
be localized to certain areas and Darren will helpfully resist traveling to unnecessary areas during some of them to keep you on
the right track. I don't mind consulting walkthroughs for point-and-click games but it was entirely unneeded here, something I
can't say about the first two titles.

All I can knock the game for are a few glitches, mostly near the end of the game, but ones that can have an outsized effect if
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you save in the wrong place. One of the puzzles near the middle where you have to underline certain words simply doesn't work
for some people, though it can be skipped without penalty like most of the non-standard puzzles in the game. In the final
chapter, however, are two puzzles featuring a maze and a scale that cannot be skipped and can really ruin your day. The maze
has multiple solutions but one can hang your game, and the scale can be interacted with too soon to eat items necessary for
progression. Keeping multiple saves will help you avoid these pitfalls but they are unfortunate failings in an otherwise watertight
game.

The graphics are just as sharp if not sharper than before, making navigating and exploring a sublime pleasure (or at least as
much as it can be in the dismal English countryside). Despite remaining in the environs of Black Mirror and Willow Creek,
there are plenty of new locations and new perspectives of old ones to poke around. The sound design is up to the task as I
mentioned with the voice acting, and is coupled with some excellent horror movie tunes to keep things spooky. Taken as a
whole, the Black Mirror series is one of the best horror adventures out there provided you can appreciate the slow burns and
buildups to the grand finale. The first game is ultimately skippable and the connections between it and the latter two are a little
strained, but the second is quality and this one here is the real gem. I've thoroughly enjoyed my time with the series, and I hope
that more people will come to divine its secrets in the future.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. 20 hours in and I have a very good idea about how I want to review this
game. It's a top down, dungeon crawler. Loot heavy type of game. If you've played Diablo, Torchlight, Darkstone, etc. than do I
really need to go into detail about what kind of game this is? No, didn't think so. Okay, I don't recommend it and here's why....

The Bad:
1. The weapons. These include sword, axe, bow, spear, chakra, staff, and throwing weapons (wands fit into this catagory). Let
me elaborate. The spear is a two handed weapon, but it gives you no perks in being two handed. It doesn't hit harder, and you
don't get to hit an enemy two squares away from where you stand. Staffs are the same thing. So, you're not even going to use
them because the sword and axe at least allows you to use a shield. There's no two handed swords. You're not going to use the
throwing weapons because they have a max of 5 ammo. That's right, you find an amazing throwing dagger, and you can only use
it 5 times, and it's gone. GONE. Wands are the same way. Bows don't use ammo, so you're going to use bows. So, you only look
out for a new swords, bows, axes..that's it. The Chakra is to laugh at because it's SO weak. Who cares if it hits multiple enemies
if it doesn't even put a dent in them, it's worthless. Weapons suck. Oh, yeah, I'm lvl 40 in the game.. max is 50, and I've only
come across 2 wands.

2. The gear. This is a dungeon crawler and you want to get that new gear right? Well, there is some good gear, but here's why it's
bad. It'll have a rank, say 30 out of 35. It'll level as you get hit or walk for boots. When it ranks up, it'll open up a new random
enchant. That's right RANDOM. So this is where you'll get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I have an
epic chest piece, and it's at rank 34 of 35. I find a new chest piece, and I'm like, but I really like this armor that I have. I'll wait
and unlock the last enchant before I make my decision, and it happens, and you'll
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you're unlucky. It unlocked Wands +1. Stupid Wands.. WTF am I
going to do with a dumb enchant like that when wands are so extremely rare and not even worth using. Now, if you're even
luckier you'll find gear with Slots. Good luck with that though because they're even more rare. Yeah, I have a socket item that
gives you an extra turn every 11 turns that goes into boots. Yet, I can NOT find a pair of boots with sockets that are worth a
damn, they are SO rare to even have a socket anyway. You're better off just hoping that it'll rank up and unlock this perk. Oh
btw, there's NO RESIST MAGIC GEAR AT ALL. Just take it like a champ, and beef up that ice shield.

3. The story. It's boring. It's not confusing. Evil wizard takes over, you fight other wizards to finally get to end boss, everything
else is meaningless and who cares.... When you beat on of the 6 school of magic wizards and go back to town, everyone in town
has something stupid and meaningless to say. Yeah, yeah, just let me sell my loot...

4. The enemies. There's only like what 10 different enemies or something. The ones that ram you are the worst. They knock you
back a square, so you better have a bow, and you will, because it's only one of three weapons you're ever goign to use. The
wizards you fight, which are cheating bosses, all look the same with a little twist here, (i.e. oh, they're just different color.) They
use the same magic as you can, except they get two hits every turn, while you get one. Maybe three even, cheating bastards.
Copy and Paste, boring... I think I came across a total of 2 elite enemies the ENTIRE time I've played this game.
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5. Attributes. There's 3. Strength, Stamina, Finesse. I can't spell. When you level up you get 4 points to put where you like. Just
put a point in each and one more in stanima the whole way through the game because you're not going to sspecialize in anything
except....

6. The magic. There's 6 schools of magic, and you start off with fire. I haven't even unlocked two types because I'm never going
to use them. The best is Ice because it offers a shield, chance to freeze, and to do OP damage to baddies if you freeze them.
Second is Life because of the teleport heal which will get you outta situations and the Swarm is nice. Fire is third, and Sky is
4th. Screw the others, don't waste you're points into it. When you level you only get 3 points to put where you like. NOW, where
do you think they're going to go? That's right, your Ice Shield EVERYTIME, Your teleport Heal, EVERYTIME, which gives
you one more? that's right FREEZE, EVERYTIME. Also, you're magic uses ammo vs mana, and ammo is so available in late
game, but it's a dumb idea because it takes up bag space.

7. Maps are redundant. They look the same after while. The stuff on the ground throughout the map has no interaction. You
may come across a trap here and there, but ooooo, it's not going to really effect you. The map will also get in the way. You're
unable to rotate the camera, so if there's an enemy by where you can select your weapon\/magic, you'll do that instead of
shooting them with your bow. If they're up at the top right, the mini map will get in your way.

8. The game. Yes, the game itself is BORING. IT sucks. I'm sorry guys, it does. I'm bored as hell with this game. IT's like they
didn't even do their homework on other games in the genre. They put a twist on it like depth perception and making it turn
based which is w\/e it works but there's still WAY better games out there. This game was like $15 bucks. Yeah I paid $5 for
Torchlight 2 and it's 100X better than this game. There's even mods for that game. This game here doesn't have ANY
replayablity. You're not going to do ANYTHING different the second playthrough that you didn't do the first time.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 why did I buy this game. That's it, I basically told you everything that's in this game.
You go into a dungeon, click, click, click, click, click, take a potion, click click click.. damn where's that last enemy or chest, go
down some stairs, click, click, click, click, boots leveled up, oh nice.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 +1 to Wands...... click
CLICK, CLICK, CLICK, come on come on.... Click Click... same eneimes, hate the ones that ram me... oh okay boss, finally
something fun... CLICK, switch to it's weak magic if I took it, click, click, click, potion cause pet is about to die, click click,
and BOOM dead, click leave dungeon, go back to town, shut up shut up, want to see weapons..
ALL\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. .sell sell sell sell sell sell, upgrade
shop,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665weapons again... sell sell sell sell, rinse and repeat... Game sucks! If you're going
copy games like Diablo or TL2, or even Darkstone, do you're homework and make it better than those.. Oh wait, you can't,
because they already thought of everything. So yeah, by those games instead of this one.

The Good.
1. The Devs. Yeah I slammed your game and I'm not sorry. I like you guys though. Thank you for listening to my suggestions. If
you want to listen to one more, then stop this game and go make something else.

2. Artwork. Love the artwork! That's the BEST thing about this game, the BEST. Hands down, you did a wonderful job Sir!

3. I was going to recommend that at least an eight year old play this, but that's only if they like turn based, if not, go play Disgea
1 or 2. If you don't like turn based, go play Torchlight 2 as it's not as dark themed as say Diablo. Plus you don't have to log into
Blizzards horrible servers to play your game 8).

4. The depth perception is new and interesting concept of this game. Works well for this style but everything else just kills the
game. Nice touch though.. Rating; 7\/10

Pros:
- Fun, simple, and straightforward
- Family friendly
- Good storyline
- No micro-transactions
- Later puzzles can be challenging
- Enjoyable music
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Cons:
- Soundtrack is relatively repetitive
- Little replayability after you finish all the puzzles
- Can be too 'simple' for the veteran, hardcore gamer

Overall: Perfect for the casual gamer who enjoys a puzzle or two after work. Simple, fun, and easy to play. Would be
way better with Workshop.

Review:

This is a fun game if you are looking for a fun, puzzle-solving strategy game that appeals to all ages. The gameplay
mechanics are simple to understand and easy to grasp, and I believe can be a great game for the family (relatively non-
violent, fun, simple).

The purpose of the game is that in each level you are designated to help the Viking Brothers proceed on their mission
by solving obstacles by gathering certain amounts of resources. The faster you do this, the better the 'rating' you get at
the end of the level. The further you go, the more challenging the puzzles get. The story is fun, quirky and a bit funny
at times. The character art in my opinion also is simple, cartoon but amicable. Because of the game's simpicity, it is an
easy game to pick up and start playing.

Overall I would give it a 7\/10. It is a perfect, family-friendly puzzle adventure game that is great for the casual gamer,
or to plug into a HDMI port in your TV and give it to guests or family for entertainment. It's also fun for the casual
gamer who doesn't have too much time to spend playing games, but likes to play a little puzzle after work.

The downside is this game costs $10 (isn't too bad but really should cost $5-7 - try to get it on sale), and can be too
simple for the hardcore gamer because it is not extremely challenging or detailed. The game also does not have Steam
Workshop, so after you finish the puzzles there isn't much incentive to go back and try them again (except for getting a
better rating, or reliving the storyline). This can mean your purchase has a certain life to it depending on how long it
takes you to finish the game (but they could always add Workshop additions to the game, if they wanted to).

If they added the option for Steam Workshop to work with this game, $10 would be worth the pricetag. This game has
alot of potential for Steam Workshop, mainly because people could create custom puzzles for the Steam community to
have fun on, and create their own stories for the Viking Brothers to go on. If this happens, my score to the game would
be 8\/10, because it would have potentially unlimited replayability.

But as is, overall its a fun addition to Steam if you're looking for a fun puzzle-adventure game that is easy to
understand and play; but don't expect something that will last you forever.
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